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Abstract  

Objective: The most effective factor on malignant glioma (MGs) treatment affecting overall survival is the 

extent of resection. The use of sodium fluorescein (FL) staining in order to increase the amount of resection, 

is applied more effectively and safely at lower doses with the aid of 560nm filtered surgical microscopes. 

Our aim was to investigate the effects of the use of FL in MGs surgery on the gross total resection rate (GTR), 

duration of surgery, length of hospital stays, and survival time. 

Methods: A retrospective study was conducted on 17 patients whose histopathological evaluations were 

reported as MGs and operated under surgical white light (Group 1), and 23 patients who were operated under 

FL560 module surgical microscope (Group 2) with a low dose of (3mg/kg body weight) FL dye. The blood 

loss in the course of surgery, GTR, surgical time, and hospital stay were compared for both groups with the 

student-t-test. Kaplan-Meier method was used for the survival time analysis. 

Results: GTR rates were found to be 82.3% for patients operated under surgical white light, and the 

percentage for FL-utilized patients was 91.3%. There was no significant difference in blood loss or hospital 

stay between the two groups; however, the surgical time for FL-utilized patients was found to be significantly 

low in comparison to the other group. The overall survival time for patients who were operated under surgical 

white light was found to be 64 weeks (448 ± 64 days) while it was determined as 84.7 weeks (593±55 days) 

for patients operated with the use of FL, however, the difference between them was not found out to be 

statistically significant. The use of FL enabled the surgeon to determine the cortical incision area in 13 cases, 

where the location of the tumor was close to the cortex. 

Conclusions: While the use of FL shortens the surgical time in contrast-enhancing MGs, it increases the 

GTR rate. FL also functions well with the determination of the location of the surgical site for tumors close 

to the cortex. 
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INTRODUCTION  

When a patient is diagnosed with a brain 

tumor, a great challenge begins in order to 

maximize the life span of the patient as well as 

to protect the present neurological competence. 

MGs are the most prevalent primary brain 

tumors and are unfortunately very invasive, and 

rapidly progressive tumors, which are 

surgically hard to resect totally (1). Today, 

survival time for patients with MGs is quite 

short despite standard microsurgery, 

radiotherapy, and chemotherapy (2). While the 

American Society of Clinical Oncology issued 

the overall survival time as 7.7 months for 

patients undergoing radiotherapy after surgery, 

the overall survival time for patients 

undergoing chemotherapy after radiotherapy 

was determined as 13.5 months (3). One of the 

most effective treatments for disease-free 

survival and overall survival is the maximum 

resection of the tumor (4). Therefore, the main 

objective of the treatment should be the total 

excision of the tumor without leading to 

neurological deficit. For this purpose, there are 

many techniques such as navigation systems, 

brain mapping, fluorescein guide, 

intraoperative ultrasound, and magnetic 

resonance images (MRI), which are used in 

order to enhance surgical safety, and also 

resection (5,6). Intraoperative fluorescent dye, 

which aimed to determine the edges of the 

tumor and thus, provides safe and maximum 

resection, was used first in 1948 by Moore et al. 

(7) FL stains the contrast-enhancing areas and 

it is useless in non-contrast lesions. It had been 

used at high doses such as 15-20 mg/kg for 

many years in order to determine the edges of 

the tumor macroscopically; however, many 

side effects including anaphylactic shock were 

reported (8,9).  Lower doses such as 5-10 mg/kg 

were used safely and effectively with a special 

operative microscope module with excitation 

and observation filters (10,11). Recently, there 

have been numerous published reports 

indicating that the tumor edges can be identified 

much more clearly with the new generation 

560nm filtered surgical microscopes with low 

level (2-4 mg/kg) FL, and thus, enable surgery 

(10,12-14). Fluorescein-guided surgery, which 

is conducted with extremely cheap and safe at 

low doses, has become a considerable 

alternative to 5-Aminolevulinic acid. The 

efficacy of low-dose FL use on surgery, which 

has recently been used in brain tumor surgeries 

via specially filtered microscopes, and its effect 

on long-term survival time is not known. In this 

study, patients with high-grade glial masses for 

whom FL was used in surgery were 

investigated in terms of GTR rate, length of 

hospital stay, duration of surgery, blood loss, 

and survival at three-year follow-up. 

METHODS 

A retrospective study was conducted at 

Namık Kemal University, School of Medicine 

on 40 patients with high-grade glial tumors. 17 

patients who were operated on under white light 
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before receiving the FL560 filter in our hospital 

between June 2015 and November 2016 were 

accepted as group 1, and 23 patients who were 

operated on with the help of FL after having the 

FL560 filter between December 2016 and 

November 2018 were accepted as group 2. Data 

were collected and analyzed in January 2021.  

The approval for this study was granted by the 

Namık Kemal University Ethics Committee 

(date: 28.07.2020 number: 2020.189.07.22). 

Inclusion and Exclusion criteria: 

Patients between the ages of 39-85 with 

significant contrast enhancement on their MRI 

reports were evaluated by a neuroradiologist, 

who were evaluated by a neuropathologist 

according to the WHO criteria, (15) diagnosed 

with glioblastoma multiforme, operated and 

also treated according to Stupp protocol, which 

means applying radiotherapy plus concomitant 

and adjuvant temozolomide, were included in 

our study (16).  

Patients whose performance status was 

deteriorating due to tumors passing to the other 

hemisphere, who have tumors located in the 

brainstem, basal ganglia, or posterior fossa, or 

due to postoperative radio necrosis, patients 

with no contrast enhancement on their MRI, 

those who are contraindicated for contrast 

administration, and those with renal failure, 

liver failure, and those who have other 

malignancies in other organs were excluded 

from the study.  

Patients treated with FL were asked to fill 

out an informed consent form about the side 

effects. 

All patients were operated on under general 

anesthesia. For the operations of both groups, 

ultrasound (Siemens Acuson X300) was 

utilized in order to determine the location of the 

tumor and differentiate the residue tumor. 

Group 1 (n=17) patients were operated on via a 

surgical microscope under surgical white light. 

Group 2 patients (n=23) were given 3 mg/kg FL 

10% as bolus following anesthesia induction 

from the central catheter before skin incision. 

Leica M530 OHX microscope, which is an 

FL560 fluorescein module, was utilized for the 

operation of the patients. Tumor parts, which 

could not be differentiated clearly under white 

light, and those being highlighted in yellow 

color under FL560 were excised. Every surgical 

procedure was recorded and stored digitally. 

Residue tumor volumes in the first month of 

post-operation via contrast-enhanced MRI were 

evaluated using open-source software (Sectra 

UniView,https://medical.sectra.com/product/se

ctra-uniview), and were calculated. While those 

with contrast enhancement of 0.175cm3 were 

evaluated as GTR, those with contrast 

enhancement above 0.175cm3   were 

determined as subtotal resection (STR).  

The hospital stays, surgical time, and 

amount of blood loss of patients, which were 

taken from the patient files, were recorded. 

Surgery notes and videos were analyzed in 
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order to assess the utility of FL in the course of 

surgery. The time of death of patients was taken 

from the national recording system, and their 

life span after their first diagnosis was 

calculated accordingly. 

Statistical analysis 

While general survival time was determined 

as the period between the time of diagnosis and 

the date of their death, the general survival time 

of living patients was determined as the period 

between the time of diagnosis and their last 

control date on the national online health 

system. 

Pearson’s chi-squared test (or if it was not 

appropriate Fisher’s Exact Test) was used for 

the comparison of categorical variables. 

Student-t-test were used for the comparison of 

continuous variables. Kaplan-Meier method 

was used for the survival time analysis, and the 

Log-Rank test was used for the comparison of 

groups. Data, in which the P value was found to 

be below 0.05, and error performance Type 1 

was found out to be below 5%, were determined 

as statistically significant. All statistical 

analyses were carried out via SPSS 24 (SPSS 

Inc., Chicago, III) program. 

RESULTS 

The study comprised 40 patients with total 

50 operations. For patients, who have operated 

again for recurrence, information of their first 

operation was evaluated. The median age of 

patients was 61.5 (min.39-max.85). The 

average age of patients in Group 1 (n=17) was 

63.5± 8.3 (range 50 to 80 years, 9 males, 8 

females), and in Group 2 (n=23), it was 59.6 ± 

12.3 (range 39 to 85 years, 13 males, 10 

female), and no difference in the average of age 

was found between these two groups (p= 0.269) 

(Table 1). There was also no difference 

determined between the groups in terms of the 

amount of bleeding and hospital stay duration 

(p=0.247, p=0.155, respectively) (Table 1). 

In Group 1, 3 patients had a STR, and 14 

patients had a GTR. The percentages of 

resection for 3 patients who had a STR in Group 

1 were determined as 73.2%, 81.3%, and 

92.3%. While patients who had a STR in Group 

1 were reoperated within the first two months, 

one patient underwent surgery in the 8th and 

20th months, which is for three times in total. 

In patients who had a GTR, 2 of the patients 

who had a recurrence underwent a second 

operation (Table 2).  

In Group 2, 2 patients had a STR while 21 

patients had a GTR. The resection percentages 

of STR-receiving patients were 87.6 and 

89.1%. In Group 2, while 2 patients, who had a 

recurrence after the 6th month, underwent 2 

operations, 1 patient underwent three 

operations in total in the 7th and 10th month 

(Table 3). The age, symptoms, size of the tumor 

and its location, amount of resection, and 

number of operations are given in Table 2 for 

Group 1; whereas these data were given in 

Table 3 for Group 2.  
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When survival was analyzed in Group 1 and 

Group 2, it was found that the overall survival 

time in Group 1 was 64 weeks (448±52 days), 

while it was 84.7 weeks (593±55 days) in 

Group 2, and when it was evaluated via long-

rank test, it was found out that the survival time 

in both groups was similar (p=0.125) (Fig 1). 

In 13 cases, the use of FL was beneficial for 

 

Table 1. Characteristic features of both patient groups 

   Group1 Group2  

   Mean ± s.s / n Median Mean ± s.s / n Median    p 

Age  63.5± 8.3 66.0 59.6 ± 12.3 61.0 0.269 t 

Sex Male 9 (%41)  13 (%59)  

0.822 x2  Female 8 (%44)  10 (%56)  

Resection Total 14(%82.3)  21(%91.3)  

0.634 f  Subtotal 3(%17.7)  2(%8.7)  

Blood loss (cc)  308.2 ± 94.0 290.0 274.1 ± 88.3 270.0 0.247 t 

Surgical time(min)  270.3 ± 44.6 260.0 241.1 ± 37,9 230.0 0.031 t 

Tumor volume(cm³)  33.4 ± 27.1 23.5 52.5 ± 38.2 47.1 0.086 t 

Hospital stay (day)  9.2 ± 2.6 9.0 8.2 ± 1.9 8.0 0.155 t 

 

 

 

Table 2. Clinical summary of patients operated under surgical white light (Group 1) 

Number Age/Sex Symptoms/Signs Localization Tumor size 

(cm³) 

% of 

resection 

Number of 

operations 

(1) 55/F Seizure, headache RP 14,6 100 2 

(2) 59/M Left hemiparesis RF 5,8 100 1 

(3) 58/M Seizure LF 19,6 100 2 

(4) 70/M  Left hemiparesis RT 12,2 100 1 

(5) 56/F Right hemiparesis LF 40,1 100 1 

(6) 70/F Seizure, somnolence LP 94,8 92,3 2 

(7) 61/F 
Visual field defect, 

headache 
LO 86,6 100 1 

(8) 75/F Headache, dizziness RP 11 100 1 

(9) 66/M 
Headache, left 

hemiparesis 
RF/I/T 45,8 73,2 2 

(10) 67/F Aphasia, headache RF/T 3,9 100 1 

(11) 50/M Amnesia, headache RF 50,5 100 1 

(12) 68/M Right hemiplegia LF 34,4 100 1 

(13) 67/M 
Headache, right 

hemiparesis 
LP 7,1 100 1 

(14) 67/M Headache, agraphia RP 42,8 100 1 

(15) 80/F Seizure, headache RO 23,5 100 1 

(16) 59/M Headache RF/T 19,7 100 1 

(17) 51/F 
Left hemiparesis, 

headache 
RF 54,8 81,3 3 
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patients with a tumor close to the cortex in terms 

of determining the cortical incision area (Fig 2A-

2B-2C). There was no side effect observed 

against FL given at 3mg/kg in Group 2. 

 

 

       Table 3. Clinical summary of patients operated via Na Flourescein dye (Group 2) 

Number Age/Sex Symptoms/Signs Localization 
Tumor size 

(cm³) 

% of 

resection 

Number of 

operations 

(1) 39/M Left hemiparesis, headache RF 61,7 100 1 

(2) 61/M Headache RP 31,9 100 2 

(3) 51/F Seizure, dysarthria LT 3,1 100 1 

(4) 62/F Headache RO 47,1 100 1 

(5) 68/M Left hemiparesis, headache RP 27,2 100 1 

(6) 66/M Halusination RF 16,8 100 1 

(7) 66/M Headache LP 77,3 100 1 

(8) 71/M Headache LF 9,5 100 1 

(9) 60/F Seizure, somnolence LT/P 85,1 87,60% 1 

(10) 44/F Headache RP 24,6 100 1 

(11) 42/M Seizure, headache LF 172,2 100 1 

(12) 57/F Left hemiparesis RF 75,4 100 3 

(13) 62/F Right hemiparesis LF 30,3 100 1 

(14) 52/M Headache RO 51,2 100 1 

(15) 47/M Headache LT 33,9 100 1 

(16) 52/M Dysarthria LT 65,2 100 2 

(17) 51/F Headache LP 41,1 100 1 

(18) 68/M Left hemiparesis LP 22,8 100 1 

(19) 48/F Visual field defect LO 98 100 1 

(20) 74/M Headache LO 19,4 100 1 

(21) 83/F Somnolence, shift RF 105,5 89,10% 1 

(22) 85/F Aphasia, headache LT 52,7 100 1 

(23) 62/M Seizure RF 55,9 100 1 

 

 

Figure 1. Kaplan-Meier plot stratified by using NA 

Fluorescein for overall survival (OS). 

 

 

 
Figure 2A. Image of brain tissue before cortical incision 

under white light. 2B. In masses close to the cortex, a 

yellow highlight is seen in the cortex under FL staining. 

2C. Arrow shows the FL stained tumor tissue after cortical 

incision. 
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Figure 3. Left frontal cystic heterogeneous contrast-enhancing high-grade glial tumor. 

 

 
Figure 4. Total excision in the postoperative 24th hour MR image of the patient in whom FL staining was used. 

 

DISCUSSION 

Comparing the patients who were operated 

on for high-graded glial masses with and 

without the use of FL, it was found that the use 

of FL reduced the surgical time significantly. 

While there was no significant difference 

between the groups in terms of length of 

hospital stay and amount of bleeding, we found 

that the use of FL provided some improvement 

in GTR and survival rates, although there was 

no statistically significant difference. We 

experienced that the use of FL was considerably 

beneficial in 21 patients out of 23. We have 

observed that the two patients, in which the use 

of FL was not useful, the contrast enhancement  

was also relatively less. We can also say that 

during the surgery, as contrast enhancement in 

preoperative MRI increases FL highlighting 

ability becomes more effective. 

Like other authors, we have also determined 

that the utilization of FL gives yellow 

highlights in the dura and contused brain tissue 

(11,12,14). The question is whether there is a 

tumor in the yellow highlighted areas during 

operation except for these areas, or it is possible 

that there is a false positivity. Many 

pathologically confirmed studies have been 
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designed in order to find an answer to this 

question. Acerbi F et al. stated that by using FL 

at 5-10 mg/kg in high-graded glial masses, the 

specificity, sensitivity, and GTR percentages of 

staining were determined as 89.5%, 94%, and 

80%, respectively (10). There were similar 

results stated in many studies (8,14,17).  

The fact that the maximum resection of the 

tumor is the most important factor affecting the 

overall survival in high-graded glial masses has 

led to the improvement of methods aiding the 

surgeon in tumor surgeries. The biggest 

handicap in the surgery of intra-axial mass 

surgeries is that it is sometimes impossible to 

differentiate the edges of the tumor from the 

normal brain tissue. In tumors, which lead to 

contrast enhancement due to the blood-brain 

barrier the use of fluorophores such as 5-

Aminolevulinic acid, FL, or indocyanine green 

has become promising in the differentiation of 

brain tissue and tumor tissue (11,18-21). It has 

been stated that the utilization of FL in primary 

MGs and recurrent MGs, metastases, 

lymphomas, and spinal intramedullary lesions 

are extremely significant (10,22-24).  Also, it 

has been approved that the use of FL dye 

increases the GTR rate, and in this study, this 

rate was found to be 91.3%, whereas the rate in 

those with no FL use was determined as 82.3%. 

(Fig 3-4) The GTR rate being high in our study 

may be due to the exclusion criteria we used in 

order to homogenize the two groups.  

We can say that we have experienced that the 

FL dye provides confidence to the surgeon and 

that it decreases confusion during operation. 

This resulted in the surgical time being 

shortened in the group in which we used FL 

(p=0.031). 

We found out that together with the surgical 

time, there was also a decrease in the amount of 

bleeding, and hospital stay; however, these 

decreases were not found to be significant. 

(Table 1) In particular, the amount of bleeding 

in Group 1 was determined as 308.2 ± 94.0 cc 

while it was found to be 274.1 ± 88.3 cc in 

Group 2. Although this difference is slight, we 

assume that this is due to the confidence of the 

surgeon knowing that he/she is in the tumor and 

acting quickly in the course of surgery. It is 

known that the low-dose FL use in a 560 nm 

filter microscope reduces the side effects of FL 

and is even used safely in pediatric cases (25). 

In our study, we did not encounter any side 

effects related to FL.  

Another important point in tumor surgery is 

the determination of the entry point of the 

tumor. In tumors close to the cortex, they are 

reached through cortical incisions from non-

eloquent areas (26). In our cases, we performed 

the operations with the help of ultrasound from 

the region closest to the cortex. In all of the 13 

patients whose lesions were close to the cortex, 

the yellow highlight at the beginning of the 

surgery assisted us in finding the entry point 

(Fig 2B). 
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Apart from this, there are several studies 

reporting the effect of the use of FL on survival, 

and Koc K et al. first mentioned that in their 

series where they used high doses of FL, the 

overall survival was determined as 43.9 weeks, 

whereas it was 41.8 for the control group, and 

stated that there was no significant difference 

between the two groups (27). Katsevman et al., 

however, stated that in their series, in which 

they used 3-4 mg kg of FL, the median survival 

was better at 78 weeks compared to the control 

group, which was 60 weeks (28).  

We have found a similar result in this study.  

The median survival was found to be 84.7 

weeks for the group in which we used FL while 

it was determined as 64 weeks for the group in 

which no FL was used. (p= 0.634) (Fig 1)   The 

median survival time in which we used FL 

improved; however, there was no statistical 

significance. We believe that this difference 

was parallel to the increase in GTR rate and that 

it should be studied on a larger series of MGs 

with different immunohistochemical 

classifications. This result can be explained 

through the impact of other factors affecting the 

limited number of patients as well as the overall 

survival. We can still say that the result found 

out on overall survival is promising. 

Although the use of low-dose FL in 560 nm 

filter microscopes in glial tumor surgeries has 

only recently entered the surgical practice, it 

has been welcomed excitedly among surgeons, 

and its use has become prevalent. We have 

presented our experience in this short period of 

time in patients treated with the use of FL 

through observational and statistical data. As 

the use of FL becomes widespread, which in 

our opinion is a considerably beneficial 

technique, we think that the surgical efficacy in 

different tumor types and its effect on 

progression-free survival and overall survival 

should be investigated in larger series.    

Limitations 

The limitation of this study is the small 

number of tumors with different contrast 

enhancement features in this series. Studying in 

larger series in cystic tumors and MGs with less 

contrast enhancement will reveal the efficacy of 

FL more clearly. 

CONCLUSION 

The use of FL aids to determine the entry 

point during surgery on tumors close to the 

cortex, and also shortens the surgical time by 

helping to differentiate the tumor from the 

normal tissue. Since the GTR rate increases in 

MGs patients, it is necessary that its impact on 

progression-free survival and overall survival 

be studied on larger series. 
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